
Small and light tracing drivers selectable for application.

with transverse trace can be performed.

The pickup, that comes in contact with the workpiece is 

replaceable.

Various types of workpieces can be measured by using 

optional pickups such as those for small or extremely small 

holes, deep grooves, etc.

A roughness specimen for surface texture and a driver 

selected above are set to the standard calibration plate.

Calibration can be conducted easily without need of 

height and inclination adjustment of the driver as before.

35 (Standard type)

to measure horizontal, inclined, vertical 

and ceiling surfaces.

40 (Retraction type)

Retract-type that reduces damage to 

the stylus and pickup by raising the 

pickup while waiting for measurement or 

incorporated into an automatic machine.

The transverse trace-type where the 

pickup moves sideways. Narrow areas, 

such as crankshaft pins and journals, that 

be measured.

Replaceable Displacement Pickup Usage example of dedicated
calibration plate



Model
SURFCOM TOUCH

35 40 45
Tip radius 5 µm Tip radius 2 µm Tip radius 5 µm Tip radius 2 µm Tip radius 5 µm

Measurement 
range

Z direction
Drive axis

Tracing Driver
Movement type
Evaluation Length
Measurement speed

Pickup

Sensing type
Measurement Method
Z direction resolution
Model

Stylus

Measurement force
Tip radius rtip rtip rtip rtip rtip
Tip angle 60°cone 60°cone

tip material

Analysis item

Calculation Standards

parameter

Profile Curve

Roughness Curve

Motif
Evaluation Curve
Characteristics graph

Filter
Filter type

Cutoff value

Amplification 
indicator

Display
Data output
Print output

Language

Specifications
Power Supply

Charging
Power Supply
Power consumption

External dimensions
(W x D x H)/Weight

Printer-Equipped Model
Models without printer

Standard accessories
1 2

E-DT-SM11B / SM50B
Long Hole Extension 

AdapterE-DT-SM12A / SM51B
Adapter for horizontal 

measurement
Pickup for deep groove
E-DT-SM13A / SM52B

Adapter for bore 
measurement

For Flat Surfaces  E-WJ-S88A
For Cylinders        E-WJ-S85A

Enables handheld measurement 
of planes and cylinders with very 
small surfaces to be measured. 


